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 This thesis explores W.P. Kinsella’s emphasis on love for land, family, and 

baseball in discussing relationships between characters in his short story “Shoeless Joe 

Jackson Comes to Iowa.” Chapter I introduces the characters, their role in establishing 

this as a tale of conservation through agrarianism, and how Kinsella’s choice to write a 

positive story creates unique potential for healing. Chapter II establishes similarities 

between the father’s war experiences and Jackson’s exile from baseball, underscoring its 

mythic importance. Chapter III examines the relationship between the protagonist and his 

wife, and how their relationship symbolically fosters love for nature through farming, and 

can be used to reconcile modern agrarianism with ecocriticism. Chapter IV discusses how 

connection with the earth brings healing. The final chapter underscores the worthiness of 

this work to be a cherished part of the American literary canon.
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I. “IOWA”: A PILGRIMAGE TO THE AMERICAN (HEART)LAND 

In Dyersville, Iowa a farm is for sale under one condition: its baseball field must 

be kept intact. The couple that owns this field, Don and Becky Lansing, say, “We have 

done what we needed to do with the field. We nurtured and protected it and allowed the 

field to become all it is meant to be” (qtd. in Belson 3). They feel a particular 

responsibility to this seemingly out of place baseball diamond because it is a holy site in 

American popular culture: it is the place in which the film Field of Dreams was shot 

(1989). In the first year the field was open to the public, seven thousand pilgrims showed 

up to pay their respects: “Some brought their fathers’ old gloves and left them in the 

cornfield. Others exchanged wedding vows or scattered ashes of deceased relatives” 

(Belson 3). There is a sense of destiny in the words of the Lansings, one that is reinforced 

by the response of everyday people to this field. They are comforted and inspired by the 

myth of baseball, the celebration of marriage, and the memory of their fathers’ lives. 

What this says about Americans—their  love of the land, their need for kinship with 

nature and continuity with the past, and their desire to cling with religious fervor to an 

American game—is significant. What is even more significant is the role of literature in 

the cementing of this Agrarian myth of the land. 

While Field of Dreams has become a modern classic, earning a place in American 

popular culture, the origins of the movie are often forgotten. The story of Ray and his 

magical ball field first appeared neither in the movie, nor in the novel Shoeless Joe, but in 
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the short story “Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa.” W.P. Kinsella’s 1979 short story, 

the title story of his third collection of short fiction, relates the experiences of Ray, a 

farmer, who hears the voice of a “ballpark announcer” who tells him, “‘If you build it, he 

will come’” (32). This precipitates a moment of almost divine conception, when Ray 

“instantly envisioned…the dark, squarish speakers…attached to aluminum painted light 

standards that glowed down into a baseball field” (32-33). This vision eventually leads 

Ray on a journey to discover how one would go about building a baseball diamond, 

impelling him to pay especially close attention to how the “groundskeepers groom the 

field” (37). Ray is learning, through baseball, how to tend the land and understand his 

role as a man through nature. The reader is given the impression that he does this in order 

to honor the memory of his father and his father’s faith in the purity of baseball.  

 “Iowa” was never intended by its author to be anything more than a short story. 

After being included in the anthology, Aurora: New Canadian Writing 1979, Kinsella 

was approached by an editor at Houghton Mifflin about expanding “Iowa” into a novel. 

Kinsella replied that he had “never written anything longer than 25 pages” but that he 

would “try it.” In the end, he would leave the original short story as the first chapter of 

the book, branching it out in various other directions, with an ultimate attempt to create 

“an affirmative statement about life” (qtd. in “W.P. Kinsella”). The seeds for this 

statement are found in the short story, which acts as its own celebration of what its 

protagonist, Ray, declares to be the “loves in my life: Annie, Karin, Iowa, Baseball. The 

great god Baseball” (Kinsella 35).  

Ultimately, a scholarly examination of “Iowa” is difficult because it has been as 

much made popular, as it has been obscured by the subsequent success of the novel and 
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movie it inspired. While it has been a largely silent part of the popularity of these later 

projects, the story still retains a feeling of commonness, fulfilling the definition of 

“popular” in that it may appear to be, “Intended for or suited to the understanding or taste 

of ordinary people, esp. as opposed to specialists in a field; spec. (of literature, etc.) 

intended for and directed at a general readership” (OED). The novel Shoeless Joe has 

garnered some critical attention as a work of fantasy or as an example of postmodern 

angst. However, “Iowa” employs a much more narrow scope, utilizing images of the land 

in a way that when it comprises the whole of the work to be discussed it shows a great 

deal about the inner workings of the characters’ histories, the function of baseball within 

agrarianism, and most importantly the celebration of marital love within terms of nature. 

The intersection of these themes within Kinsella’s work has not been explored, and it is 

worthy of scholarly discussion. This thesis will work to fill that gap in scholarship. In 

wanting to write a "positive" story, Kinsella was implicitly responding to the postmodern 

literature of subversion, inversion, and deconstruction, and in celebrating small-farm 

America, baseball, and the mystical chords binding a rural family, he was writing against 

the grain of the dominant paradigms in contemporary literature and criticism. Since the 

story has essentially received no critical or scholarly attention, my contribution is to 

crystallize precisely why it is a great American story and why it should have a place in 

the American canon. In addition, I will demonstrate how the story mediates between and 

reconciles the seemingly oppositional distance between agrarianism and ecocriticism. 

In this context, I will examine “Iowa” by considering ecocritical approaches to 

literature and analyzing how this approach intersects with Agrarian myth, ultimately 

uniting these concepts through the use of natural images that suggest gendered harmony 
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and balance with the land. Specifically, my examination of “Iowa” will analyze the loves 

and passions of the narrator: his wife as the human incarnation of Iowa who grounds the 

narrator in agrarianism, his father as the story-teller and disseminator of the myth of 

baseball, and ultimately his daughter as representing the fruition of all the loves, myths, 

and land of Ray’s life.   

In this context, it is necessary to examine the natural world within “Iowa” through 

the symbolism of each of the characters. Kinsella weaves the images of nature and its 

importance to humanity through the symbolic significance of the people within his story. 

This fulfills much of ecocriticism’s drive to establish the setting not as a distant other, but 

as central to the significance of a literary work. Kinsella does this by establishing the 

human element as an organic part of that natural presence via agrarian ideals.  

However, ecocriticism and agrarianism seem to be at odds with one another. The 

ecocritic William Howarth’s “Imagined Territory: The Writing of Wetlands” underscores 

this tension. He examines America’s earliest post-colonial ideas about land and how 

these attitudes effectively marginalized and lead to widespread destruction of swamps 

and wetlands. Within his own critical examination, he genders the wetland as being 

inherently feminine and posits that American masculinity has defined itself as having the 

right of “controlling land, subduing women, and training children for future security” 

(Howarth 522). As an answer to this perceived destructiveness, Michael Branch and Scott 

Slovic state that ecocriticism has emerged as a “scholarly perspective attuned to the place 

of the more-than-human world” (qtd. in Major 51). However, there are scholars who 

suggest that in order for a true understanding of nature to be reached within literature, one 

must consider the role of man within the larger ecological system. One such scholar, 
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William Major, in his article, “The Agrarian Vision and Ecocriticism,” posits that the 

agrarian in particular has the ability to shed unique light upon man’s relationship with 

and the need to protect the land. Though “environmentalists of all stripes become uneasy 

when land is thought of as something that can and should be used, if used well,” the use 

of land is a vital part of respecting, “the land’s long-term fertility” (Major 55, 58). When 

taken together, the ecocritical and the agrarian viewpoints can provide a complete vision 

of the relationship between man and nature and how each can sustain the other.  

This question of sustenance within and of nature was central to the decade in 

which Kinsella wrote “Iowa.” This was the decade of the first Earth Day and similar 

efforts to raise awareness of environmental issues. “Iowa” is continuously reminding its 

reader of its natural landscape and the ways in which the people both embody and echo 

the land. Particularly in the character of Annie, Ray’s wife, we see continuous reference 

to her as reflecting the landscape. In large part, she is Iowa and nature for him. Ray 

comments that after marrying Annie he “chose willingly, lovingly to stay in Iowa, 

eventually rented this farm, bought this farm, operating it one inch from bankruptcy” 

(Kinsella 34). His decision to embrace Iowa is intertwined with his decision to embrace a 

union with Annie, and this union is the basis upon which all the other imagery and action 

of the story takes shape. He describes her as embodying the independent warmth and 

fluid beauty of nature. She is at once “soft as a butterfly” while having the “green eyes of 

a cat” (40). It is this very spirit that enables her to draw him in without burdening him. 

Hers is the mythic song of the land, the warmth of fertility, and the acquiescence of tilled 

soil. At one point Ray recalls that when he “dug Annie’s garden for her,” suddenly “the 

clean smell of earth and water” effervesced as he “thrust [his] hands wrist deep into the 
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snuffy-black earth.” All this makes him realize that he “loved Iowa as much as a man 

could love a piece of earth” (44). Kinsella makes this love possible through Ray’s 

adoration of his wife. For him, all of Iowa is “Annie’s garden,” and therefore it is 

intertwined with his understanding of Annie herself. 

Thus, as Annie’s gardener, it makes sense that Ray would be a farmer. For 

farmers seek cultivation—a respectful balance of action that induces fertility, life, and 

sustenance. As William Major notes:  

The idea that the land should be ‘well-tended’ implies that we are in some 
ways central to the right functioning of nature; stewardship and usufruct 
(the concept that we are merely borrowing nature and therefore must care 
for it) are key principles… they recognize that humans can employ the 
power of culture for beneficial or destructive ends. (62)  

 

Ray is what Major would call a “Contemporary Agrarian” in that he believes that “it is 

possible for people to make right and wrong decisions, to judge and to be judged, and that 

we can only begin to understand this when we have a proper orientation to the land and 

the community--an orientation that arises out of our daily contact with nature” (54). 

Unlike the destructive, male-centric agrarian that Howarth warns about, Kinsella shows a 

farmer who is absorbed in the care of his land, in love with his wife (herself a constant 

embodiment of nature), and dedicated to teaching his daughter the American traditions of 

his father, such as baseball.  

Indeed, baseball as story-telling is the central symbol of the father in “Iowa,” and 

it gains significance as a part of the oral myth by which Ray seems to explain his land to 

himself. Here myth is defined as “A traditional story, typically involving supernatural 

beings or forces, which embodies and provides an explanation, aetiology, or justification 
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for something such as the early history of a society, a religious belief or ritual, or a 

natural phenomenon” (OED). In the beginning of the story there is a certain tension 

within Ray. The stories that Ray’s father has told him are foundational to his way of 

viewing the world. In fact, “Iowa” begins with the words, “My father said…” (32).  As 

much as he loves his wife and loves Iowa, the baseball stories of his past, those that make 

up Ray’s own personal belief system are absent from the landscape. No one in Iowa 

seems to care much about baseball, since, as Ray notes, “thirty thousand people go to see 

the University of Iowa Hawkeyes football team,” while “thirty regulars, including me, 

watch the baseball team perform” (35). For Ray, this causes a certain disconnect, as he 

states that his father, “read baseball statistics to my mother’s belly while waiting for me 

to be born” (35). At the center of Ray’s concept of fertility and rebirth is the need for the 

certainty of baseball. His father turned to this certainty when faced with war and found a 

hero in Shoeless Joe Jackson because he viewed him as a fellow victim of social 

conditions beyond his control, or as being a “victim of big business and crooked 

gamblers” (36). This creates the myth for Ray that baseball has redemptive powers and 

that his field is a holy ground upon which Shoeless Joe can once again stand in “his great 

bare feet, white as baseballs, sinking into the outfield grass” (39). Thus, baseball in 

“Iowa” acts as a vehicle for the Agrarian myth, in which “fundamental Western values 

such as strong work ethic, independence, and integrity are supposedly fostered and 

passed from one generation to the next” (Brown 1). Ray’s baseball field, built in the 

richness of his father’s memory and upon the land that represents his wife, becomes the 

place in which Ray can reach across the divides of time and gender to teach his daughter, 

Karin, what his father had taught him.  
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Indeed, “Iowa” is a significant literary project that celebrates the values of the 

Midwest in a unique and imaginative way. Thomas Jefferson wrote in his Notes on 

Virginia that “Those who labour in the earth are the chosen people of God…It is the 

focus in which he keeps alive that sacred fire, which otherwise might escape from the 

face of the earth” (qtd. in Ellis 161-162). While Kinsella has set up baseball as a god 

within “Iowa,” the message is hauntingly the same: till the soil and remember what is true 

and good in this earth so that you might honor him from whom you came. It is this spirit, 

and how the story speaks to it, that causes so many to pilgrimage to that otherwise quiet 

town in Iowa to visit the Lansings’ solitary, magical baseball field. “Iowa,” as I will 

contend, is a significant continuation of the agrarian tradition as well as a meditation on 

how Americans evaluate their culture. Luminous, mythical literature often compels us to 

take a journey into the marrow of our personal and national identities. W.P. Kinsella’s 

“Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa” is such a work of literature, and, as I will show, it 

is a journey into the deep, fertile soil of our spiritual American heartland. 
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II. RE-CONSTRUCTING BATTLEFIELDS AND BALL-FIELDS: BROKEN HEROES 

AND BROKEN EARTH 

 The roots of “Iowa” reside somewhere on a battlefield in Europe during the First 

World War. This war brought about the first great shattering of the modern American 

psyche, representing the sheer violence and destructive power of the machines man could 

devise to take human life and destroy the earth. In his book The Great War: Myth and 

Memory, Dan Todman writes of the  “two photographs of the First World War that 

everyone has seen.” The first “shows troops walking between waterlogged shell craters 

on their way from a shattered wood, the second depicts stretcher-bearers struggling to 

bring in a wounded man” (Todman 1). What strikes Todman as most remarkable about 

these pictures is that not only do they depict men who look “disconsolate and desolate,” 

but also men who are “smeared with the sodden earth that surrounds them.”  These men 

are covered in mud that represents “more than a mere amalgam of water and soil. It is 

made up of excrement, dead soldiers and animals, shrapnel, barbed wire and the remnants 

of poison gas […] it seems to be opposed to nature. This mud bears the terrifying 

potential to engulf the soldiers who struggle within it” (Todman 1). This presents a 

picture of man struggling against nature, their relationship unnaturally transformed by the 

gruesome wiles of industry. Both the soldiers and the land are wounded, as broken man 

sinks within the broken earth. 
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To a veteran returning from trench warfare, the fertile earth would most likely 

have seemed like the center of fear, not of hope. In “Iowa,” through the character of 

Ray’s father, Kinsella creates a representative of a wounded veteran mired in the mud of 

the Great War. Remaining nameless throughout the story, the father figure in “Iowa” 

comes to represent a generation’s attempts to make sense of societal struggles beyond the 

individual’s control. Ray tells us he was “born, Glen Ullin, N.D., April 14, 1896” (35).  

Glen Ullin, a small flourmill town in southwestern North Dakota, contributed a number 

of soldiers to the First World War from its largely “Russo-German community” (North 

Dakota 279). While Ray’s father is intricately interconnected with baseball in “Iowa,” we 

are told that he comes to the sport for healing first as a veteran, having never seen a 

professional game, “until 1919 when he came back from World War I” (Kinsella 35). In 

the official Roster of the Men and Women Who Served in the Army or Naval Service 

(including the Marine Corps) from the State of North Dakota in the World War, 1917-

1918, many entries are found for soldiers heralding from Glen Ullin, North Dakota. In 

each record, the format is strikingly similar to what Kinsella provides in “Iowa.” An 

example from the third volume of The Roster is the entry for Hadley Henry Lidstrom, 

“born, Glen Ullin, N.Dak., May 26, 1896” (1892). Kinsella’s choice to not name the 

father enables us to view Ray’s father as a nameless representative of soldiers like 

Lidstrom, and our understanding of his wounds becomes our understanding of the 

fundamental brokenness present within his generation and twentieth century society. 

Specifically, Ray tells us that his father served in “World War I where he was 

gassed at Passchendaele” (35). At first, Passchendaele seems like a baffling choice, as 
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there is no record of any Americans at the Third Battle of Ypres. Initially seeming like an 

oversight on the part of the Canadian-born author, there is intelligence in the choice of 

this conflict. The Battle of Passchendaele is legendary for its mud, but unlike the 

“excellent beds of clay” (North Dakota 13) found in the father’s native southwestern 

North Dakota, the mud at Passchendaele is the very unholy conglomeration of industry 

and excrement that Todman refers to in the well-known pictures of World War I. A 

picture itself of absolute futility and waste, there are reports from this battle of a British 

general, “crying, in the mud at Passchendaele, ‘Did we really send men to fight in this?’” 

(Todman 81). Eric J. Leed in No Man’s Land: Combat & Identity in World War I, 

remarks that in Passchendaele, “an entire British army was swallowed in the mud of 

Flanders” (99). As the third station on the Fort Keogh stage line, Glen Ullin, N.D. was 

first known only as “The Muddy” (Trinka 206). The mud in Passchendaele would have 

changed Ray’s father, forever altering the way he viewed the muddy earth, his home, and 

creating in him a need to find peace. 

Also swallowed in the mud of Passchendaele, according to Leed, is a respect for 

the gardener in literature. As a result of World War I, subsequent works of fiction reveal 

descriptions of “‘wounded trees and wounded men’” that represent ultimately, “the 

interaction between the natural and technological dimensions of warfare” (Leed 122). In 

opposition to the gardener whom Leed claims represents, “one rooted to the scenes of his 

labor,” soldiers found more release in the “hero of the pastoral […] the shepherd who 

enjoys his wandering, semipropertiless, and aimless life” (123). The reason for this is 

grounded in the fear of “the immobilizing natural world, the earth, and the activities 

proper to that setting—digging and rooting—are precisely what the frontsoldier wishes to 
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be liberated from” (123). After many grueling and traumatic months of digging trenches 

within the mud of Flanders only to reap a harvest of death, Ray’s father would have 

found it difficult to return to the mud and fields of wheat of Glen Ullin, and would have 

embraced a chance to find peace within the “pastoral” freedom of baseball.  

Certainly, we are given an image of Ray’s father as being something of a transient 

after the war. According to Ray, his “father played some baseball, Class B teams in 

Florida and California. In Florida he played for a team called the Angels and, by his 

records, was a better-than-average catcher.” Fulfilling Leed’s image of the post World 

War I pastoral, Ray’s father spends the years spanning from 1919-1936 wandering the 

country in search of peace through baseball. Particularly as a catcher, he represents the 

role of a shepherd on the baseball field. Catchers have, “arguably the most demanding job 

in baseball, in both the mental and physical aspects. First and foremost, the catcher must 

‘call the game,’ signaling to the pitcher what pitch to throw and where to throw it” 

(baseball-reference.com). Not only does Ray’s father travel from coast to coast, but also 

his very position as a catcher means that he is the one charged with ultimately guiding the 

game and defensive players. The entire field would have been open before him due to his 

perspective behind home plate, and his would be the strategy that would make his team 

secure in victory.  

At fostering this sense of security, we are told that Ray’s father was “better-than-

average” (Kinsella 37), and yet there remained some unfinished business lurking within 

the apparent pastoral freedom of his postwar and premarital years. His choice to become 

a catcher is further complicated by his war experience. Beyond pastoral modes, there 

would have been a solace for Ray’s father in being able to recreate a battle in which he 
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had control and complete vision of all the combatants. As opposed to blindly hiding in a 

trench on a battlefield, being behind home plate would place him in a position to see and 

call the events on the baseball diamond. In baseball, the veteran seeks his security 

through regaining a sense of control, and even comfort, via the predictable rhythm of the 

game. This drives his visits to “every major-league ball park before, at forty, he married 

and settled down a two-day drive from the nearest major league team” (37). Kinsella’s 

use of the word “settled” along with the father’s decision t settle so far from major league 

baseball implies a bleak sort of acceptance in the father figure. This ultimately suggests 

the object of his odyssey in baseball may never have been found.  

Symbolic of his wandering is the man who becomes his hero: Shoeless Joe 

Jackson. Upon returning from World War I, the first time Ray’s father “settled” was in 

1919 “in Chicago where he inhabited a room above a bar across from Comiskey Park, 

and quickly learned to live and die with the White Sox” (Kinsella 35). More than any 

other player, Jackson captured his admiration. He once told Ray, “No one has ever been 

able to hit like Shoeless Joe” (32). In musing about building a left field for Jackson, Ray 

asserts that his father’s hero, “Never learned to read or write. He created legends with a 

bat and a glove. He wrote records with base hits, his pen a bat, his book history” 

(Kinsella 35). The legendary Babe Ruth mimicked Jackson’s swing, reportedly saying, 

“Why not? Joe had the most perfect swing I ever saw” (“Jackson, Joe 1887-1951”). 

Despite his remarkable talent and indelible mark on the game, Jackson’s place in history 

has always been of some debate because of his involvement in the Black Sox Scandal of 

1919.  
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Supposedly coordinated by the infamous gambler Arnold Rothstein, the scandal 

involved many of the most celebrated members of the 1919 White Sox team: pitcher Ed 

Cicotte, centerfielder Happy Felsch, first baseman Chick Gandil, infielder Fred 

McMullin, shortstop Swede Risberg, third baseman Buck Weaver, pitcher Lefty 

Williams, and the leftfielder Shoeless Joe Jackson (“The Eight Men—Who Were 

They?”). These eight besmirched players were indicted for conspiring to throw the series 

against the Cincinnati Reds after receiving a monetary bribe. Though cleared of any 

criminal charges, Baseball Commissioner Kennesaw Mountain Landis banned Jackson 

and the other players implicated from professional baseball for life, saying:  

Regardless of the verdict of juries, no player that throws a ball game…sits 
in conference with a bunch of crooked players and gamblers where the 
ways and means of throwing a game are discussed, and does not promptly 
tell his club…will ever again play professional baseball. (“Landis, 
Kenesaw Mountain”) 

 

The cruelty of this banishment after being acquitted by a jury of their peers was acute. 

Particularly for Shoeless Joe, because of his lack of education, this loss of the one means 

he had of escaping poverty was felt as a loss of faith in the justice of life. In the only 

interview Jackson ever gave regarding his banning prior to his death, he said: 

I thought when my trial was over that Judge Landis might have restored 
me to good standing. But he never did. And until he died I had never gone 
before him […] pleading my case. I gave baseball my best and if the game 
didn’t care enough to see me get a square deal, then I wouldn’t go out of 
my way to get back in it. Baseball failed to keep faith with me. (Bisher 1) 

 

Like many of the veterans returning home from World War I, Jackson felt a sense of 

rootlessness and loss when he was abandoned by baseball. For much of his life, baseball 

had been the only freedom and security he had known.  
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Maintaining an emphasis on statistics throughout “Iowa,” Kinsella presents 

Jackson’s vitals as an italicized list of information:  

 Joseph Jefferson (Shoeless Joe) Jackson 
 Born: Brandon Mills, S.C., July 16, 1887 
 Died: Greenville, S.C., December 5, 1951 (35) 

 
The circumstances of Jackson’s life that happen in between those facts are telling and 

give the author’s choice of Jackson as the hero needing resurrection in “Iowa” special 

context. Like Ray’s father, Jackson grew up surrounded by crops and mills. He had his 

start on a farm in South Carolina where his father worked the land as a sharecropper until 

eventually moving his family to Brandon Mill, “a cotton mill town run by northern 

industrialists in search of cheap labor.” As a child in Brandon Mill, Jackson received little 

or no formal education. Millwork was dangerous and demanding, leaving its workers so 

impoverished that “they were persistently in debt to the company for rent, groceries, and 

clothes.” The mill had one perk: its baseball team. Its players were provided, “less 

hazardous jobs and time off to practice each day,” in addition to providing some 

monetary compensation when the team played against teams from other mills. This 

became Jackson’s way out of Brandon Mills and poverty, though his inability to read and 

write would haunt him all his life, potentially leading to his unwittingly becoming part of 

the Black Sox Scandal (“Jackson, Joe”). 

After so many years of giving his strength and talents to baseball, Jackson clearly 

felt betrayed by the institutional forces within the game. Baseball’s disloyalty to Jackson 

lead him toward a search of his own to have some contact with the game, and perhaps 

even to find the strength to give it up. According to the Virtual Hall of Fame (and 

baseball lore), “Joe continued to play Outlaw baseball for 10-15 years after the scandal” 
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(“The Eight Men—Who Were They?”).  It was presumably during these years, that Ray 

says his, “father […] saw him […] playing in a tenth-rate commercial league in a textile 

town in Carolina, wearing shoes and an assumed name.” His father told Ray of this 

encounter: “He’d put on fifty pounds and the spring was gone from his step in the 

outfield, but he could still hit. Oh, how that man could hit” (Kinsella 32). Here at the 

crossroads of their journeys through brokenness, possibly somewhere between two to five 

years before he would settle down and marry, Ray’s father saw his hero again. Jackson 

was still playing, this time somewhere near where his career had started as a thirteen-

year-old playing for a mill team. In Ray’s understanding of it, his father’s fate and that of 

Shoeless Joe were intimately linked. He says that his father “died a little” when his team 

lost the 1919 series to Cincinnati. Then “died a lot the next summer when eight members 

of the team were accused of throwing that World Series” (35). This disgrace of Shoeless 

Joe, a man who he insisted “was innocent, a victim of big business and crooked 

gamblers,” (36) became intertwined with the father’s own postwar feelings of abstraction 

and loss.  

Throughout “Iowa,” Kinsella presents Ray’s father’s admiration for Jackson and 

staunch defense of his innocence as a constant aspect of the father-son relationship. Ray 

remarks, “Instead of nursery rhymes, I was raised on the story of the Black Sox Scandal, 

and instead of Tom Thumb or Rumpelstiltskin, I grew up hearing of the eight disgraced 

ballplayers” (36). Throughout his childhood, Ray would ask his father, “And how did he 

get a name like Shoeless Joe?” claiming that he, of course, “knew full well the story but 

want[ed] to hear it again” (38-39). Ray recalls that “no matter how many times I heard it, 

I would still picture a lithe ballplayer, his great bare feet, white as baseballs, sinking into 
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the outfield grass as he sprinted for a line drive. Then, after the catch, his toes gripping 

the grass like claws, he would brace and throw to the infield” (39). Despite his father’s 

insistence that the beginning of the Shoeless Joe myth, “wasn’t the least bit romantic” 

(39), Ray’s vision of Jackson is idealistic because he views him through the lens of his 

father’s stories, and possibly as intertwined with his own mythologized view of his 

father. Until the, “last days of his life,” (43) in 1955, the father’s recalling of the myths 

surrounding Shoeless Joe are meant to symbolically resurrect his hero and clear his name. 

The fall of the hero who first settled him after the war made Ray’s father rootless and 

effectively cut off from the magical grass beneath Joe Jackson’s feet. This sense of 

rootlessness is precisely what Ray must overcome in order to resurrect his father’s hero 

and reconcile all the generations his family to the land. 

Thus, Kinsella establishes a narrative that thirsts for hope, healing, and restoration 

in a time when many other writers embraced the chaos of the twentieth century through 

postmodernism. Where postmodernists looked at the tainted mud of World War I, the 

twentieth century muck of corruption and breakdown of tradition with a “tendency 

toward Anarchy, in deeper complicity with things falling apart” (Hassan 29), Kinsella 

uses baseball and the ways in which it connects to agrarianism as a unifying myth that 

provides pathways for modern wounds to coalesce into a healed and timeless whole.  

To enable baseball to become the means of such healing in “Iowa,” Kinsella 

explores the aspects of the sport that lends itself to myth. In an interview, Kinsella 

remarks as to why baseball in particular has this potential: 

The other sports, football, basketball, hockey, are twice enclosed, first by 
time and second by rigid playing fields. There is no such time limit on a 
baseball game. On the true baseball field the foul lines diverge forever, the 
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field eventually encompassing a goodly portion of the world, and there is 
theoretically no distance that a great hitter couldn’t hit the ball or a great 
fielder couldn’t run to retrieve it. (qtd. in Horvath and Palmer 188) 

 

Here, Kinsella suggests the possibility of a “true” baseball field in which “great” players 

can accomplish amazing feats. In this field would be a representation of timelessness, and 

by extension, immortality usually found only in legends and religious faiths. In her 

article, “The American Church of Baseball and the National Baseball Hall of Fame,” 

Roberta Newman writes that despite being a religious people, “by design, the United 

States, home of the devout, has no official state religion.” In the place of a national faith, 

she argues, “baseball, the national pastime, may be said to serve as the American 

religion” (46). To complete her vision of baseball as the secular American religion, 

Newman presents the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum as its central 

pilgrimage site, and as “baseball’s Vatican, baseball’s Canterbury Cathedral, baseball’s 

Mormon Tabernacle, a central place, open equally to every worshipper” (46). While this 

image of inclusion is inspiring, “Iowa” would suggest a compelling question to Newman: 

What is to become of baseball’s damned souls? Where, if anywhere, can they find 

redemption? 

 A quick search for one such hapless soul, Shoeless Joe Jackson, at the National 

Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum’s online database nets very little. He appears only 

sporadically on a virtual timeline, one stating (against Jackson’s own account in his 1949 

interview) that a bid to have his name cleared was rejected by Kenesaw Mountain Landis 

in 1934, and that he died in 1951 at the age of fifty-two (he was actually sixty-four at the 

time of his death). The only concession the great cathedral of baseball makes to Shoeless 
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Joe Jackson is that he batted .375 in the series that would result in his banishment from 

the game. His judge and jury from the church of baseball, Kenesaw Landis, receives 

much more praise by the Hall. Elected to the Hall of Fame in 1944, Landis is celebrated 

for his role in the restoration “of public confidence in baseball following the Black Sox 

scandal of 1919. The former judge banned eight players for life, “despite their acquittal in 

a court of law.” Finally, a bold quote is presented from the judge himself:  

Baseball is something more than a game to an American boy; it is his training 
field for life work. Destroy his faith in its squareness and honesty and you have 
destroyed something more; you have planted suspicion of all things in his hear. 
(“Landis, Kenesaw”) 

  

Landis speaks the truth, but for the father and son figures in “Iowa” it is Landis himself 

who destroyed their faith in “the squareness and honesty” of the game, and possibly even 

of the American way of life. To them, “Shoeless Joe became a symbol of the tyranny of 

the powerful over the powerless. The name Kenesaw Mountain Landis became 

synonymous with the Devil” (Kinsella 36).  If Landis represents the establishment, then it 

is the establishment that they distrust, and other means must be sought if they are going 

to redeem Shoeless Joe Jackson and their own faith in the American dream. After his 

father’s death, Ray finds himself in a position where he must fulfill his own familial 

sense of mythic baseball and perform, “a great act that can turn certain defeat into 

victory” (Schwartz 137). 

 Without question, Ray views baseball as a means by which salvation is possible, 

despite the failures of its great institutional church to redeem his father’s hero. Unlike the 

faithful followers of other baseball saints, Ray’s desire to “stand a little bit closer to those 

holy baseball heroes” (Newman 51) cannot be fulfilled through pilgrimage to 
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Cooperstown, New York. Instead, Ray must rely on his father’s stories, and on the 

promise echoing over the cornfields of Iowa, “If you build it, he will come” (Kinsella 32-

33). Ray’s belief in the myth of baseball is so strong that he knows intuitively that in 

order for any of this to be possible he must construct a left field, a true left field, to 

become the scene of Jackson’s resurrection and redemption.  

 Furthermore, he must have faith, not only in baseball, but also in the value of 

finding connection to the land. As Ray asks himself, “Why should I want to follow this 

command?” he is casting this commission into the language of religiosity and faith, as a 

command that he must see through in order to honor his own sense of moral rectitude. 

His answer is one of certainty. Ray says, “I already know the answer. I count the loves in 

my life: Annie, Karin, Iowa, Baseball. The great god Baseball” (35). That baseball is 

given the power of capitalization sets it up as deity for Ray. He looks to the game as a 

means for the parts of his life to come together within the field of his loves. It is Ray’s 

love for his family, and particularly for his wife, that roots him to the Iowan earth and 

implants the desire within him to seek redemption for his father’s hero through his own 

connection to the land. 

“Iowa” is a story about healing, but like all such stories it is also a tale of 

brokenness. It is important to understand that Kinsella is responding as much to the 

problems of the Twentieth Century as his more bleak contemporaries. He does so, 

however, in a way that reinforces tradition rather than subvert the foundations of an 

American culture that existed prior to the “Great War.”   His message is simple: we can 

find healing and wholeness again in the earth. The earth is still here, if we look for it, at 

the center of things. Moreover, in embracing rootedness despite cultural chaos, Ray can 
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redeem the land for his father as a veteran of World War I. Ray becomes the gardener 

that his father would fear becoming, and in so doing cultivates a crossroads of healing in 

America’s heartland. In Ray’s magical Iowa cornfield, conceived through the love of his 

wife, Ray builds a pasture where no shepherd would feel concern for his flock, no soldier 

would worry for his life, and no ballplayer need fear his judge. He finds a place where the 

pastoral and the agrarian can find a peaceful intersection between idealism and 

usefulness, protection and use. Like any good story of damnation and salvation, it is a 

seed first planted in a garden.  
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III. LOVE FROM LEFT FIELD: REVIVING THE VOICE OF THE 

CONTEMPORARY AGRARIAN THROUGH GENDERED HARMONY AND 

BALANCE 

Long before the mud of World War I, men struggled with the earth to create 

modern society. This was particularly the case in the United States where European 

settlers were met with a more wild and natural landscape than any they and their fathers 

had known in Europe. According the Howarth, “When storms blew the English Pilgrims 

off their course for Virginia and landed them on Cape Cod, they were dismayed to find 

beyond its beaches only dense marshes” (522). Eventually, as “tales of New England 

plentitude attracted masses of trans-Atlantic immigrants throughout the seventeenth 

century,” there became a greater desire to subdue the land as the new European settlers 

became enthralled with the “marvelous, magical possibilities” of the New World. It is for 

this reason that Howarth claims, “The story of America’s colonial years may also be told 

as eco-disaster, destroying wetland habitats to build good ports and farms” (522). Buoyed 

by Jefferson’s creed that those, “who labour in the earth are the chosen people of God” 

(qtd. in Ellis 161), America would eventually become an agrarian republic, where “the 

nation’s ‘natural aristocrats’” (Howarth 523) were the farmers who had conquered the 

virginal wetlands of the new continent and would eventually grow the tobacco, corn, and 

cotton that would make America a transatlantic trading empire. 
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As the United States moved toward the modern era, mechanical industry changed, 

and eventually replaced, the farmlands as the major market power of the country. 

Eventhe original espouser of the ideals of the agrarian republic, Thomas Jefferson, was 

forced to reconsider his early statements in his Notes on Virginia. Jefferson is quoted as 

saying of the modernizing society evolving before his death, “We must now place the 

manufacturer by the side of the agriculturist” as a means of avoiding dependence on that 

foreign nation, or to be clothed in skins, and to live like wild beasts in dens and caverns” 

(qtd. in Ellis 308). However, his biographer, Joseph Ellis, points out that Jefferson 

continued to feel until his death that “America should remain a predominantly 

agricultural economy and society. Domestic manufacturing was permissible, but large 

factories should be resisted” (309). What Jefferson undoubtedly foresaw in the models of 

Europe was the danger posed to a society when it becomes cut off from the land and 

instead embraces an economy “dominated by merchants, bankers, and industrialists” 

(Ellis 309). Indeed, as America embraced industry, a dramatic shift in the lifestyle of the 

population occurred as more people began leaving farmlands for large cities, replacing 

the fields of tall crops with pavement and increasingly taller buildings. Just as the growth 

of technology and industry meant more devastating weaponry in the twentieth century, it 

also meant even greater destruction of the natural world of which men no longer felt 

themselves to be a part.  

This sense of separation between twentieth century society and the natural world, 

along with the toxic runoff of industry and machines, caused a sharp increase in the 

depletion of America’s natural resources and land. For much of the twentieth century, 
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some segments of American society and government grew concerned with the effects of 

our increasingly urban lifestyle on the health of natural America. This same concern was 

shared by the academic community in the form of ecocriticism, a multi-disciplined school 

of literary examination arising from the idea that literary studies, “conceivably may do 

some good, may in some way ameliorate the crisis” facing the environment (Estok 221). 

Ecocriticism is distinguishable, “first by the ethical stand it takes, its commitment to the 

natural world as an important thing rather than simply as an object of thematic study, and 

secondly, by its commitment to making connections” (Estok 220). Lawrence Buell in his 

The Environmental Imagination explains that ecocriticism is, “a multiform inquiry 

extending to a variety of environmentally focused perspectives” and therefore is 

“expressive of concern to explore environmental issues searchingly [rather] than of fixed 

dogmas about political solutions” (qtd. in Estok 221). In order to call attention to the 

needs of the environment within works of literature, ecocritics often work to be “attuned 

to the place of the more than human world” (qtd. in Major 51), but this focus can at times 

cause limitations in the achievement of ecocriticism’s aims.  

An examination of “Iowa” allows for some of the boundaries of ecocriticism to be 

expanded in scope and focus to include the human, his need of the environment, and his 

potential role as both preserver and cultivator of the earth. For “Iowa” is a story that, like 

ecocriticism, seeks land-based healing and reconciliation through literature despite the 

wounds of modernity accrued in battle and inflicted by exploitation. Unlike many literary 

works of its time, its message is hopeful despite the jaded cynicism that permeated 

twentieth-century literature and theory. This hope for the future is one that is gained in 

having a healthy and mutually beneficial relationship with the land. Perhaps this is hope 
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against all logic, but the faith required to execute the restorative actions that take place on 

Ray and Annie’s farm seems to make that healing all the more powerful. This spirit of 

belief and love lead the husband and wife to farming. Ray admits, “I don’t seem meant to 

farm, but I want to be close to this precious land, for Annie and me to be able to say, 

‘This is ours’” (Kinsella 34). For Ray and his wife, their farm is a place of spiritual 

restoration gained through a sense of kinship with the earth. Kinsella’s weaving together 

of stirring and striking language into a language of connection and salvation for husband 

and wife, father and son, and hero and society through the Iowa farmland, underscores 

the ecocritical message of “Iowa.” This makes the heartland environment presented in 

this work infinitely meaningful and worth saving to both the characters and the reader. 

However, this romanticizing of agrarianism seems to counter the perspectives put 

forth by some ecocritics who argue that the ideals of the early agrarian republic 

contributed to acceptance of, “controlling land, subduing women, and training children 

for future security” (Howarth 522). Critics such as Howarth view people, and men 

particularly, as central to the destruction of the earth and the forces of societal 

exploitation. There is validity in this view that man has wrought an exceptional amount 

of destruction on the earth, but man also has great reason to want to maintain it—if only 

for his own survival. Particularly bound to the fate of the earth are the contemporary 

agrarians, who William Major refers to as offering “valuable insights about the 

intersection between humans and nature” (51). Thus, Major posits that by looking “to the 

people and land outside of our urban and suburban borders […] we can enrich our 

understanding of the environmental crisis and find new ways to respond to it” (52). This 

requires critics and scholars to take a balanced view of the issue of the land as something 
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that needs preservation as much as we need to gain sustenance from it. Fundamental to 

this is the understanding that “nature does don’t need our love, but we certainly need its 

life and health” and therefore we must keep in mind that “respect means to re-vision, or 

look again, which should be the purpose of critical effort” (Howarth 509). In the spirit of 

this “re-vision,” we should seek to understand the role that contemporary agrarians, such 

as Ray and Annie, play in conserving the environment while simultaneously providing 

sustenance to society through their cultivation of the soil.  

It is important to note that this is not a challenge to traditional ecocriticism that 

features “implicit and sometimes explicit distrust of the human” (Major 56), but is instead 

a continuation of the same conversation of conservation that utilizes new voices with 

unique perspectives on the land. Such a voice is the agrarian voice, which has been 

largely shut out of the ecocritical discussion because of its association with “racist and 

patriarchal ideas of the ‘old’ southern agrarianism” as well as its “focus on land use” 

(Major 58). However, this vision of agrarianism is not the same as the contemporary 

agrarian that we are dismissing too regularly from the conversation. As Eric T. Freyfogle 

reminds us, “Agrarianism reaches beyond food production and rural living to include a 

wide constellation of ideas, loyalties, sentiments, and hopes” (qtd. in Major 54). These 

perspectives help to move the land from a place where it is viewed as something “outside 

the human” and useful only for “inspiration, fear, beauty, awe, and conservation,” (Major 

54) and instead moves the land even more toward the center of the human consciousness. 

As Freyfogle points out, Agrarianism is: 

[…] a temperament and a moral orientation as well as a suite of economic 
practices, all arising out of the insistent truth that people everywhere are 
part of the land community, just as dependent as other life on the land’s 
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fertility and just as shaped by its mysteries and possibilities […] it is the 
land—as place, home, and living community—that anchors the agrarian 
scale of values. (qtd. in Major 54) 

 

Major also suggests that, “when we forswear human use we also thereby ignore those 

peoples […] who have a large stake in promoting a healthy and sustainable environment” 

(65), and we should consider instead that at this point in our history such use of the land 

could actually work to promote sustainability of human, animal, and environmental 

health alike. Thus, academia loses valuable insight into one of the major ways in which 

the land interacts with human culture when it overlooks the practices and ethics of 

modern agrarianism that place the earth exactly where ecocriticism would like it to be—

at the center of focus.  

Primarily, agrarianism relies on the land to provide a set of ethics that promote 

responsibility not only toward sustainability of nature itself, but also of one’s community. 

Major points out that agrarianism, “assumes a hierarchy of values, believes that it is 

possible for humans to make right and wrong decisions, to judge and be judged, and that 

we can only begin to understand this when we have a proper orientation to the land and 

the community—an orientation that arises out of our daily contact with nature” (54). 

Agrarians, therefore, put great value on the continuous interaction between the individual 

and the natural world. This contact affords the individual a strong connection to the land 

that can help to foster humility in the face of our “ignorance” (54) of nature’s mysteries. 

This appreciation, when guided by agrarian ethics that insist upon “harmony” and 

“balance,” can act to create a holistic understanding of the natural world (54) in the 

farmer that ultimately protects the land’s fertility and brings wholeness to the community 
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through his respectful use of the earth. In particular, “Iowa” would indicate that agrarian 

ideals could be equally inspiring of earthly healing and gender balance. 

Specifically, Kinsella suggests this very possibility in his presentation of marriage 

in “Iowa.” More than any other character in the story, Ray’s wife represents the vision of 

faith and restoration that the author espouses. We are told that she is a healer who “stays 

very calm in emergencies. She Band-Aids bleeding fingers and toes, and patches the 

plumbing with gum and good wishes” (40). Annie’s is not a brand of hope that relies on 

logical remedies, but on a positive energy fueled by her intuition. For Annie, healing is a 

natural state and is therefore not a possibility, but a certainty based on the spirit of nature. 

It is this very quality in her that seems to inspire her and Ray to seek union with the land 

as farmers. There is no evidence that either of them have any agricultural experience, but 

Ray “chose willingly, lovingly to stay in Iowa” because of his love for Annie. He also 

attributes to his wife the decision to become a farmer, saying, “It was Annie who got me 

to rent the farm. It was Annie who got me to buy it” (Kinsella 39). In this way, she leads 

Ray onto the path of wholeness by encouraging his exploration of his relationship with 

the earth.  

While Annie does provide inspiration to her husband’s discovery of the land, hers 

is not only a supplemental role to the larger action of conservation in the story. Instead, 

she occupies the same place as the Iowan earth in this work. At multiple points in “Iowa,” 

Ray refers to his wife as possessing a magically timeless quality. He describes her as 

“that slip of a girl with hair the color of cayenne pepper and at least a million freckles on 

her face and arms, that girl who lives in blue jeans and T-shirts and at twenty-four could 

still pass for sixteen” (34), and lovingly refers to her as having “an evil grin and a tongue 
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that travels at the speed of light” (40). All of these mischievous and ageless qualities are 

amplified by the ways in which Annie echoes nature. Ray celebrates his wife as being “as 

soft as a butterfly” and as having “the green eyes of a cat,” a cat that “you suddenly find 

sound asleep in your lap” (33-40). She cocks “her head like one of the red squirrels that 

scamper along the power lines” and brings with her a positivity infused electric energy, 

which causes Ray to shiver “involuntarily as her tongue touche[s]” his (34). Her very 

name was used in Carew’s 1594 translation of Tasso’s Godfrey of Bulloigne  as a form of 

“a’nigh,” meaning to “draw near, approach” (OED, anigh, v.). When Annie draws close, 

she fills Ray with a sense of warmth, eternal vitality, and balance that one feels when 

connecting with nature.  

Particularly, Ray’s own rebirth as an agrarian in Annie’s garden enables him to 

see the value of the land, a connection that ultimately leads to his vision of resurrecting 

his father’s hero. Ray describes the event when he “dug Annie’s garden for her” as 

occurring “the year after Annie and I were married, the year we first rented this farm” 

(Kinsella 44). Prior to this, Ray claims, that because he “couldn’t find work in [his] field” 

he worked as an insurance salesman, and “set forth to save the world from a lack of life 

insurance.” He found this urban work unfulfilling and completed his job “quickly, 

urgently, almost violently” (39). In this violence, Ray seems to echo his father as a 

soldier, a man motivated to use violence in order to survive. On his farm in Iowa, 

however, Ray finds a sense of purpose and connection that moves him from the realm of 

simply insuring, and toward the action of cultivating, life. Ray describes the time he 

seeded Annie’s garden as being “near noon on a gentle Sunday” and says, “I plodded 

until I was near the center.” At the center, Ray recalls that he reached out and touched the 
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earth, digging, “it by hand, stepping a spade into the soft black soil, ruining my 

salesman’s hands” (Kinsella 44). In touching the Iowan soil, Ray is able to slough off his 

false identity as a salesman and is reborn as a farmer and lover of the earth. David 

Abrams describes the act of touching nature—in his example of touching a tree—as part 

of our own experience as members of nature, because:  

To touch the coarse skin of a tree is […] to experience one’s own tactility, 
to feel one’s self touched by the tree[…] We might as well say that we are 
organs of this world, flesh of its flesh, and the world is perceiving itself 
through us. (qtd. in Parham 33) 

 

In this way, man’s relationship with nature is seen as symbiotic. Within nature, the 

sensuality of connection is mutually experienced and fulfilling. Kinsella gives Ray the 

language of marital love in this passage of sowing, emphasizing Ray’s connectivity to the 

land as part of his own flesh. Ray says that at the center of Annie’s garden, “I knelt, the 

soil cool on my knees. I looked up at the low gray sky; the rain had stopped and the only 

sound was the surrounding trees dripping fragrantly” (Kinsella 44). Here, the soil is 

touching Ray, accepting him as a lover, as his wife, as Annie. The soil’s moisture, the 

fragrant dripping of the rain from the trees, all inspire Ray, and he says:  

suddenly I thrust my hands wrist-deep into the snuffy-black earth […] All 
around me the clean smell of earth and water. Keeping my hands buried I 
stirred the earth with my fingers and I knew I loved Iowa as much as a 
man could love a piece of earth. (Kinsella 44) 
 

Here, Ray has become one flesh with Iowa. The roots of Annie’s garden, the seductive 

fertility of his wife and her homeland create in Ray a desire that leads him toward the 

center of nature and of himself. By symbolically presenting Ray as Annie’s gardener, 

Kinsella provides a contrast between men engaged in war and a man united with a 
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woman in domesticity. This union with the earth in Annie’s garden symbolizes a return to 

the productivity of domesticity that was nearly destroyed by war. Thus, Ray’s rebirth as 

an agrarian in Annie’s garden grounds the relationship between the characters of “Iowa” 

and the earth in love and fertility while simultaneously resurrecting the gardener as a 

postwar literary figure.  

Therefore Annie, like the Iowan soil, is at the center of this healing; she provides 

the loving security that infuses the mysterious with meaning. The Oxford English 

Dictionary refers to “mystery” as “A religious truth known or understood only by divine 

revelation; esp. a doctrine of faith involving difficulties which human reason is incapable 

of solving” (def.2). In “Iowa” this divine revelation comes in the “voice of a ballpark 

announcer” and Ray’s “vision of a baseball field” (Kinsella 32-33). While Ray remarks 

that this revelation is so complete that a “three-hour lecture or a five-hundred-page 

guidebook could not have given me clearer directions” (33), he also seeks Annie’s 

blessing before cutting “into the cornfield, to chisel away a piece of our livelihood to use 

as dream currency” (34). In seeking her approval he shows that she is not his subordinate, 

but instead acts as his partner. Furthermore, his desire for her blessing of his decision to 

build his baseball diamond shows the interconnection he sees between Annie and the 

Iowan earth, as he feels that it is her approval he needs most before he can fulfill his work 

of salvation.  

For, while they share the dream of the farm, they also share an understanding of 

one another that makes their marriage fertile soil for dreams and miracles. Ray remarks 

that Annie does not care especially for baseball, but “it is me she understands and not 

always what is happening” (40). Sensing a need she does not quite identify with in her 
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husband, she responds, “Oh love […] if it makes you happy you should do it” when Ray 

tells her of the voice and the field. Ray says, “I carry her words in the back of my mind, 

stored the way a maiden aunt might wrap a brooch, a remembrance of a long-lost love” 

(34). Her words become precious talismans of hope and acceptance. In this way she 

comes to embody Mother Nature in that she represents in “Iowa” both  “Nature regarded 

as a fundamental…protective or nurturing, force” (OED, mother, def.1) and is “this 

power personified as a female being” (OED, nature, def. 10). As Ray’s wife, Annie 

embodies what Nina Baym views as the power of the “unsettled wilderness” in the 

“essential quality of America” in that through this Iowan farmland Annie offers Ray, “a 

medium on which he may inscribe, unhindered, his own destiny and his own nature” (qtd. 

in Howarth 519). Her ability to be a protective force for Ray and to accept his needs as 

her own enable them to achieve a balance conducive to the cultivation of new life, as well 

as the salvation of old souls.  

The ways in which Annie echoes the Iowan landscape make the very setting of 

the work in the state of Iowa important thematically to the story. Originally sold to the 

United States government as part of the Louisiana Purchase during Thomas Jefferson’s 

presidential term, the United States was able to purchase the territory that would 

eventually become known as the Midwest for approximately three cents an acre (Ellis 

242). Comprising the Mississippi Valley and including both the father’s home state of 

North Dakota and the seat of Ray and Annie’s family in Iowa, the 1803 purchase of this 

territory would echo Jefferson’s “nearly mystical sense of the American west” (243). 

Ray’s father’s homeland of North Dakota features strongly in the modern mystique of the 

American Midwest, as it has been credited as the center of the North American 
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continent” by the United States Geographical Survey (North Dakota 6). Also known for 

its “supersized farms, of spring wheat and winter rye rippling in the wind,” North Dakota 

is known predominately for a more dry agriculture than Iowa’s, because its annual 

precipitation in the “western two thirds of the state is not abundant” (64). Contrasted with 

Iowa, we see these natural forces playing a thematic role in the unfolding of Kinsella’s 

work. According to Iowa: A Guide to the Hawkeye State, “Very little land in the State is 

unsuitable for agriculture” and that “the soils are so well supplied with organic matter, 

nitrogen, and potassium, that is comparatively easy to maintain their productivity” (6). 

Iowa is “wholly within the prairie region,” and rainfall is credited as an “important factor 

in the consistent fertility of the state” (Iowa 3-6). While both states would embrace the 

agrarian vision of Jefferson, North Dakota emerges as a harder, dryer, and less certain 

environment for growth whereas Iowa’s soil is soft, moist, and consistently fertile. Thus 

the center of Ray’s family is Annie’s love, which is expressed through her homeland “as 

a Midwestern state [it] forms a bridge between the forests of the east and the grasslands 

of the west” (“Iowa, state, United States” 2). Symbolically, Annie and Iowa also 

represent a land bridge between Iowa and North Dakota, as her consistent fertility bridges 

the gap between Ray and his father in the person of her daughter, Karin.  This vision of 

Iowa is presented in Kinsella’s work as Ray seeds Annie’s garden, and later when she 

stops him at the door once he returns to the house. Ray says that his wife, “made me wait 

on the verandah, then hosed me down” with a spray like the Iowa rain, “while I tried to 

explain my epiphany. It is very difficult to describe an experience of religious 

significance while you are being sprayed by a garden hose by a laughing, loving woman” 
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(Kinsella 44). Yet, somehow, Annie comprehends the significance of what is happening 

to Ray, especially after his vision on the verandah. He recalls: 

Just before I started the first landscape work, as I stood looking out at the 
lawn and the cornfield wondering how it could look so different in 
daylight, considering the notion of accepting it all as a dream and 
abandoning it, Annie appeared at my side and her arm circled my waist 
[…] “Do it, love,” she said […]. (34). 

 

Annie embodies the great force of nature within “Iowa,” being at once nurturing, soft, 

and light-hearted. His love for her is a religious experience all its own that brings the joy 

of fertility, nourishment, and growth.  

Through her love and faith in him, Ray is free to grow as a farmer, father, and 

man. In Carl D. Malmgren’s “The Lie of the Land: Heartland Novels by Smiley and 

Kinsella,” he remarks that in Shoeless Joe “Ray Kinsella tells a story of the humanization 

of the land” (436). Indeed, Ray, as the narrator of “Iowa,” does tell a story of how the 

land becomes real to him, and it does so through his identifying it with Annie. Just as at 

ten years old Annie chose Ray “as her occupation” (34), he chooses to dedicate his life to 

her. As a farmer, she is his occupation and his security. While she holds Ray close, she 

balances this with her ability to also let him go and give him the freedom to experience 

what her intuition tells her is real and necessary for her husband. Her relationship to 

Ray’s baseball field is one of acquiescence and acceptance, which enables Ray to “feel 

the greatest tenderness toward her.” This tenderness is given the space to grow as he 

recognizes that “Annie senses the magic is about to happen. She knows that she is not 

part of it” (41). Her ability to sense his need to explore the magic of his own roots and his 

father’s past despite “how hard [“Do it, love”] it was for her to say and how it got harder 
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as the project advanced” (34). This makes him love her all the more, giving him the 

impulse to draw closer to her. He knows that ultimately, like a vine, “she will be waiting 

for me and she will twine her body about me and find my mouth with hers” (41) after his 

journey is done. Regardless of the success of his meeting with Shoeless Joe, Ray knows 

that Annie will always be there with her “fierce warmth”(47). This consistency too, 

“Iowa” and ecocritics alike, would suggest is true of man’s relationship to the natural 

world. That is, if we take care of it, as Ray takes care of his wife. Major suggests that 

when viewed through the lens of agrarianism, as a society we can counter the modern 

social angst caused when “we often feel out of control, that our lives are moving too 

quickly.” He suggests that agrarianism “provides a real and symbolic feeling of being 

grounded, placed in a position of responsibility and care” (Major 66-67). Through their 

marriage, Annie offers to her husband a place to feel accepted and safe, and through her 

own nurturing of him she teaches him to nurture both her and the environment that 

surrounds them. While Howarth suggests that “love or reverence for nature” is an 

illusion, Kinsella posits through this work that love—for place, for community, for self, 

for other—might be the greatest motivator of all for conservation.   
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IV. BETWEEN AURORAS AND DAISIES: FATHERHOOD AND THE MIRACLE 

OF THE GRASS 

Ultimately, it is through becoming an Iowan farmer that Ray is able to make 

Annie a mother, and he himself becomes a father. We are told that at the time of his 

vision, “Karin and the dog are not quite two years old” (33), meaning that Ray’s daughter 

was just then becoming of an age when she would start to be aware of the world around 

her. This is the age that she would first to look to her father for answers, and the point 

where Ray would begin to take stock of his own beliefs and past to decide what he wants 

to teach her. Ray’s sense of what it means to become a parent is revealed in how he 

characterizes his relationship with his own father. Much of the interaction that Ray relates 

back to the reader comes in the form of story telling, in which his father made the legend 

of Shoeless Joe Jackson personal for Ray. Thus, throughout “Iowa,” baseball represents 

for him a bastion of purity, and an ideal that, like the land, one must return to in order to 

find ultimate peace and salvation. Despite the failure of owners, commissioners, and even 

governments, Ray claims, “It is the game that is important—the tension, the strategy, the 

ballet of the fielders, the angle of the bat” (40). These aspects of the game remain 

unchanged and enable Ray to believe in baseball’s ability to redeem and to be redeemed. 

Ray’s experience of these aspects of baseball as truths, and of the players of the past as 

the game’s great prophets, is learned through his father’s sharing of his own personal 

faith with Ray in the form of anecdote and legend. In this way he acts also as Ray’s 
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spiritual father and becomes “the teacher to whom a person owes his religious life” 

(OED, father, n). Therefore it comes as little surprise when, as a man, Ray sets himself 

apart from the puritanical Iowans as a “pagan,” declaring, “My birthstone is a diamond. 

When asked, I say my astrological sign is ‘hit and run,’ which draws a lot of blank stares 

here in Iowa” (35). His love for his wife and the Iowan soil has inspired Ray to stay in 

her homeland, but Ray is effectively cut off in Iowa from his original religious center. 

 In order to return to this center, Ray must first accept his vision. Ray’s sense of 

what he has seen is colored by his longing for the past, which he in turn idealizes. 

Throughout the story, Kinsella utilizes nostalgic images to conjure up a romanticized 

version of American culture, in which baseball features as fundamental. As narrator, Ray 

explains that he receives his vision while “sitting on the verandah of my farm home in 

eastern Iowa,” and that on this same verandah is the “wooden porch swing where Annie 

and I sit on humid August nights, sip lemonade from teary glasses and dream” (32-33). 

These images of the verandah at once work to solidify the relationship between Ray and 

Annie’s hopes for the future and Ray’s need to resolve the unhealed wounds from his 

past in order to move forward. When Ray hears the voice of the mystical ballpark 

announcer, it speaks to him “in scratchy Middle American, as if his voice had been 

recorded on an old 78-rpm record” (33), and he later comes to wonder if it was “really a 

voice” that he heard, conjecturing that it was perhaps, “something inside me making a 

statement that I did not want to hear with my ears but with my heart” (35). Whether real 

or imaginary, the voice he hears that evening is reminiscent of the last time he listened to 

a baseball game with his father. Ray remembers that on “one of the last days of his life, 

late in the night while I sat with him because the pain wouldn’t let him sleep, the radio 
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dragged in a staticky station broadcasting a White Sox game.” This was the last time, Ray 

tells us, that his father told him the story of the Black Sox scandal, and of “seeing two of 

those World Series games, told of the way Shoeless Joe Jackson hit, told the dimensions 

of Comiskey Park.” Kinsella’s repetition of the word “told” suggests that Ray’s past 

experiences are in some ways vicarious. It is his father’s wish that he might make these 

experiences his own, as he says to Ray, “You must go […] I’ve been to all sixteen major 

league parks. I want you to do it too” (37). As he sits to watch the first game after 

Jackson arrives, he claims to see a “scene as complete as in any of the major league 

baseball parks I have ever attended” (42) and details the nostalgic undertones:  

I clutch in my hand a hot dog with mustard, onions and green relish. The 
voice of the crowd roars in my ears like the sea. Chords of “The Star-
spangled Banner” 
 and “Take Me Out to the Ballgame” float across the field. A coke bottle is 
propped against my thigh, squat, greenish, the ice-cream-haired elf 
grinning conspiratorially from the cap. (45). 

 

In having Ray present the fantastical baseball game this way, Kinsella reveals that Ray is 

actually seeking reconciliation between his own failures and an ideal of baseball that he 

was raised to believe exists. To do this, Kinsella presents the reader with mythic 

American icons that are also intimately linked with the classic experience of attending a 

baseball game. These elements—the hotdog, “Star Spangled Banner,” and the green 

bottle of Coca-Cola—are all aspects of a baseball game as ritualized ceremony.  Here, in 

building this field and materializing this vision of baseball as ceremony, Ray’s sense of 

guilt at failing to fully integrate his father into his adult life as a farmer, and to honor his 

father’s love and belief in baseball, is given expression.  
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Nevertheless, the nostalgic perfection that Ray’s account provides the reader of 

the baseball in his vision is not matched by the reality of his actual attempts to participate 

in the game. He confesses, “I tried to play, but ground balls bounced off my chest and fly 

balls dropped between my hands. I might have been a fair designated hitter but the rule 

was too late in coming” (37). Ray feels a sense of things being too late when it comes to 

baseball, of having missed his chance to see a game with his father, and to participate in 

his father’s dreams. While his father was a catcher and therefore trusted with one of the 

most challenging and responsible roles on the field, Ray is inept as a player, and therefore 

fails in his previous attempts to connect with his father through the game. He remembers, 

“We were always going to a major league baseball game, he and I. But the time was 

never right, the money always needed for something else” (43). The “something else” the 

money seems most likely needed for is his and Annie’s farm, which Ray admits they are 

“operating […] one inch from bankruptcy” (34). This undoubtedly caused a sense of guilt 

in Ray, as the lack of money would have also seemed like yet another failure in his 

attempts to bond with his father. In embracing his vision, Ray finds a new opportunity to 

connect with baseball and his father as an agrarian.  

Perhaps second only to his rebirth as a farmer in Annie’s garden, the process Ray 

undergoes in creating the field deepens both his relationship to the land and to his family. 

While Ray loves his farm, he admits that he isn’t a natural when it comes to agriculture. 

He says he operates his farm “the way a child fits together his first puzzle, awkwardly, 

slowly, but when a piece slips into the proper slot, with pride and relief and joy” (39). 

While the farm was his “first puzzle,” building the field taps into the wisdom he has 

gained from his experiences in agriculture. He says “it is more work than you might 
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imagine to build a baseball field,” but, “my intuition told me that it was the grass that was 

important” (36-37). For him the land’s role in creating his ballfield becomes a matter of 

intuition in that it is a “spiritual perception or immediate knowledge, ascribed to angelic 

and spiritual beings, with whom vision and knowledge are identical” (OED, def. 4). This 

is supported by Ray’s assertion that his knowledge of the field was complete from the 

moment that he had the vision. At that moment, he says, “dimensions of ballparks 

jumped over and around me like fleas, cost figures for light standards and floodlights 

whirled around my head like the moths that dusted against the porch light above me” 

(33). Ray reminds us that “That was all the instruction I ever received: two 

announcements and a vision of a baseball field” (33). In order to materialize his vision, 

Ray would have to seek his answers himself as to how to create what his heart saw. From 

this grass could rise a true baseball field where Shoeless Joe Jackson’s feet might once 

again be found “sinking into the outfield […] as he sprinted for a line drive” (39). The 

grass, Ray knows, is the foundation of the miracle. 

 His desire to hone a perfect and “true” field leads Ray on a quest to understand 

the earth, its fertility, and the ways in which it can make men whole. In accomplishing 

this he comes to embody agrarian ethics of patience, responsibility, and nurturance of 

nature in taking “three seasons to hone that grass to its proper texture, to its proper color” 

(37). Part of this care-taking is his quest for knowledge, which Ray says inspires “trips to 

Minneapolis and one or two other cities where the stadiums still have natural grass 

infields and outfields. I would arrive hours before a game and watch the groundskeepers 

groom the field like a prize animal” (37). Ray embarks on his quest with the same level 

of care, claiming, “It took me three season to hone that grass to its proper texture, to its 
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proper color,” which was accomplished by, “seeding, watering, fussing, praying, 

coddling that field like a sick child until it glows parrot-green, cool as mint, soft as moss, 

lying there like a cashmere blanket.” He learned these skills from the groundskeepers, 

where he  “pretended to be building a little league ballfield and asked [the 

groundskeepers] secrets and sometimes was told.” Ray, however, never revealed to the 

groundskeepers his secret that that he had “laid out a whole field, but it was there in spirit 

only. It was really only left field that concerned me” (36).  Thus, he is duplicitous, fearing 

“they wouldn’t understand if I told them I was building only a left field” (37). His 

narration reveals what his interaction with the groundskeepers does not. Namely, he is 

concerned with fatherhood: with the seeding of fields, with his daughter, with his own 

father’s memory and the pains—emotional and physical—that would not allow him to 

sleep peacefully. At the major league parks, Ray would “stay after the game, when in the 

cool of the night the same groundsmen appeared with hoses, hoes, rakes, and patched the 

grasses like medics attending wounded soldiers” (37). It is the wounded soldier, his 

father, who is foremost in his mind. Ultimately, it is father he longs to heal through the 

grass and his daughter that he hopes to raise in that legacy of care. 

Therefore, it is of little surprise that a vision of such spiritual significance should 

occur at this point in his life, “at dusk on a spring evening, when the sky was a robin’s-

egg blue and the wind as soft as a day-old chick” (32). In this passage, not only does the 

narrator tell us that it is spring, but he illustrates this using two images of conception and 

birth, suggesting both Karin and the season of resurrection. These images carry through 

to when Ray receives his holy revelation through a voice that he claims, “very clearly 

said to me, ‘If you build it, he will come.’” We are told that, “As he spoke, I instantly 
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envisioned the finished product I knew I was being asked to conceive” (32). The imagery 

that Kinsella uses in these passages suggests the religious significance of instantaneous 

conception, and even resurrection as “there was a vision within the vision: one of 

Shoeless Joe Jackson playing left field” (36). Ray tells us that he sees all of this as he sits 

“on the north verandah,” and that his position there would have placed him “directly 

behind home plate” (36). This is significant because it would mean that Ray is facing 

northward toward his father’s homeland of Glen Ullin, North Dakota. Specifically, given 

the position of the field Ray describes, and according to Kinsella’s concept of a true 

baseball field where “the foul lines diverge forever,” eventually the left foul line—and 

left field—would pass directly through North Dakota.  

Therefore, in the process of readying the left field for Shoeless Joe’s arrival is the 

implicit presence of Ray’s father, and the fear of death and loss. Ray says that during the 

“second spring” after his vision, once the field “was like green angora, soft as a baby’s 

cheek” that a “covering of black clouds lumbered off westward like ghosts of buffalo […] 

the forecast was for frost” (38). Present in the Great Seal of North Dakota, the “ghosts of 

buffalo” at once harken to the loss of the wild heritage of the old west as well as to the 

loss of the father (“North Dakota, state, United States”). This forecast of frost fills Ray 

with panic, as he fears the loss of his one chance for connection with his father. “In my 

mind,” he says, “I could see [the grass] dull and crisp, bleached by frost, and my chest 

tightened” (38). In a scene that mirrors his afternoon in Annie’s garden, Ray spends a 

night attempting to protect his father’s left field. Ray recalls, “I carried out a hose and 

making the spray so fine it was scarcely more than a fog, I sprayed the soft, shaggy 

spring grass all that chilled night” (38). Evoking the warmth of the afternoon in Annie’s 
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garden when the “Iowa spring rain” fell as “soft as spray from a warm garden hose”(44), 

Ray is safeguarding his field against certain death so that it can be the scene of the 

“second spring” when Shoeless Joe will return. Ray is facing the night of death, bringing 

with him the warmth of Annie’s love and his lessons as an agrarian in order to ensure a 

second life for his father and his father’s hero. He says, “My hands ached and my own 

face became wet and cold, but as I watched, the spray froze on the grass, enclosing each 

blade in a gossamer-crystal coating of ice.” This coating, “served like a coat of armor to 

dispel the real frost that was set like a weasel upon killing in the night” (38). Ray is 

stepping into his father’s shoes, guarding the field behind a set of armor, like the pads a 

catcher wears as he stands guard behind home plate and keeps watch for base stealers. 

Fulfilling this role of protection, he “seemed to stand taller as the sun rose, turning the ice 

into eye-dazzling droplets, each a prism, making the field an orgy of rainbows” (38). The 

rainbow, “a symbol of calm after a storm […] a symbol of hope, a promise of peace” 

(OED, rainbow, def.1.e.), ushers in its own promise of restoration. Having faced death 

with the lessons he has learned through the land, Ray has won and is rewarded by 

achieving a closeness with his daughter, who, “clapping her hands and complaining of 

how cold [his] face was when she kissed [him], loved every second of it” (Kinsella 38) 

when he returned home from watering the field. 

The question of death and resurrection as the domain of the night and natural 

phenomena is one that permeates “Iowa.” Present even in Ray’s miraculous vision, Ray 

recalls that “the vision of the baseball park lingered—swimming, swaying—seeming to 

be made of red stream” (36). While Ray tries to dismiss this light, saying, “perhaps it was 

only the sunset,” the lights are reminiscent of the Aurora Borealis. The Oxford English 
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Dictionary defines “aurora” as “A luminous atmospheric phenomenon, now considered 

to be of electrical character, occurring in the vicinity of, or radiating from, the earth’s 

northern or southern magnetic pole, and visible from time to time by night.” The 

dictionary goes on to say that “their simplest form suggest[s] the appearance of dawn or 

approaching sunrise on the northern horizon” (aurora, def.5), which is similar to “the red 

steam” that Ray observes from his verandah that pivotal evening. 

 A resident of Glen Ullin, Jay Brausch is considered by the British Astronomical 

Association to be the foremost observer of the Aurora Borealis (known also as the 

Northern Lights) in North America. He has recorded so many observations of the Aurora 

Borealis that there can be “no doubt that NLC [noctilucent clouds] can be seen at Glen 

Ullin” (Livesey 10).  This natural phenomenon is a feature of the landscape and heritage 

of his father’s homeland. Centuries prior to Brausch’s observations, the Sioux tribe of 

North Dakota believed that the Northern Lights had special significance for the 

departed’s quest to find peace. After death, the body was placed on a scaffold beneath 

which: 

A horse was killed  […] in order that the spirit of the animal might carry 
the spirit of the Indian to the Milky Way, which was regarded as the 
pathway of ghosts. On this pathway the spirit of the dead was met by the 
Old Woman with the stick. If he passed the proper tests, she directed him 
down the left fork of the Milky Way to the Northern Lights, which were 
regarded as the campfires of the departed heroes and good people of the 
tribe. (North Dakota 25) 

 

Similar stories existed in another North Dakota tribe, the Chippewa. According to their 

legends, “A woman in a dream once visited the land where these lights shine and 

discovered that they are the ghosts rising and falling in the steps of a dance. All the 
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women wear gay colors, and the warriors brandish their war clubs” (North Dakota 32). In 

both of these legends, a woman and the natural world are central to the eternal peace and 

celebration of dead heroes. In this role Annie, and the land she represents, emerges as 

vital in her support and inspiration of her husband, enabling Ray to lead Jackson, and 

ultimately his father, toward peace and redemption in his true left field. There, his 

father’s departed hero dances the “ballet of the fielders” beneath “the single battery of 

floodlights” that “flare [like] a scar against the blue-black sky” (Kinsella 40-41). This 

symbolically returns them to the campfire as honorable warriors of their society. 

  Former baseball commissioner and literary scholar, A. Bartlett Giamatti points 

out that this epic journey through tests and toward the eternal campfire of home is echoed 

in the game of baseball: 

The journey begins at home, negotiates the twists and turns at first, and 
often flounders far out at the edges of the ordered world at rocky second—
the farthest point from home. Whoever remains out there is said to “die” 
on base. Home is finally beyond reach in a hostile world full of quirks and 
tricks and hostile fold. (qtd. in Newman 51) 

 

Ray’s very purpose in building the left field is to create a haven for Shoeless Joe to be 

reborn apart from the “world full of quirks and tricks and hostile fold” (51). Thus, in 

Ray’s field, “Home plate was made from pieces of cracked two-by-four embedded in the 

earth […] The bases were stray blocks of wood, unanchored” (Kinsella 36). In Shoeless 

Joe Jackson’s story, Ray sees a man who was effectively left on base—left to die—by 

baseball without his name ever being cleared by the powers that be in the game. By 

minimizing the importance of the bases and emphasizing the left field grass, Ray is 

seeking to answer his father regarding Jackson’s abandonment by baseball. Throughout 
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his life, Ray had heard the statistics repeated to him, “‘He hit .375 against the Reds in the 

1919 World Series and played errorless ball,’” his father would say, “scratching his head 

in wonder.” This wonder, that “they” would suspend “him” (36) is exactly the question 

that Ray’s left field is intended to answer. In building this left field, Ray is effectively 

bringing Newman’s concept of pilgrimage to his own home, in that he is seeking to 

fulfill, “a practical goal […] apart from reaching metaphysical home, being safe. All 

pilgrims share in the need to encounter and honor a particular divinity, person, or symbol 

at a given sacred center” (51). In accomplishing the intended miracle of the grass in his 

left field, Ray will “encounter and honor” the person who can reconnect him to the “great 

god Baseball”  (35) and his spiritual father, thus bringing clarity to the implicit and 

unresolved questions of the haunted infield bases.  

 However, this miracle is not immediate. “I built the field,” Ray says, “and waited, 

and waited, and waited” (39). Like any man who acts on a vision that is slow to actualize 

into a miracle, Ray doubts himself, saying “I stood shaking my head at my folly” and 

imagines that “People look at me. I must have a nickname in town.” However, with 

Annie’s reassurance, he feels the “magic building like a storm gathering” (39). Magic 

refers to “the use of ritual activities or observances which are intended to influence the 

course of events or to manipulate the natural world” (OED, def.1.a). This concept of 

magic is tied to Karin throughout the story. Ray says, “My daughter has an evil grin and 

bewitching eyes. She climbs into my lap and watches television baseball with me. There 

is a magic about her” (41). In this way, a connection is made between Karin and her 

mother, as Annie too is described having “an evil grin” (40). Unlike Annie, however, 

Karin is part of the magic and it is “about her” (41). In this way she comes to represent 
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for Ray both his wife and his father. With Karin, he has the ability to watch “television 

baseball,” whereas his father, “died the year before we had television in our part of the 

country. The very next year he could have watched in grainy black and white as Don 

Larsen pitched a no-hitter in the World Series” (43). This connection is made stronger, as 

Ray likens the “tenderness” he feels toward Annie after she first notices Shoeless Joe in 

the field to “the rush of love I felt the first time I held my daughter in my arms” (41). 

This same feeling of love and electricity, both sensations used to refer to Annie, is felt 

again as Ray heads out into the “orange-tinted dusk” (39) to meet Shoeless Joe. Here he 

feels the electricity of the Aurora Borealis internally, as he experiences, “a tingling like 

the tiniest of electric wires touching the back of my neck, sending warm sensations 

through me like the feeling of love.” This feeling of love is the feeling of being close to 

his father, his father’s homeland, and his father’s hero. He takes comfort suddenly in his 

years of preparation, recalling for himself that the grass has been “shaved like a golf 

green,” and tended like Ray would his “own baby” until finally he can declare, “It has 

been powdered and lotioned and loved. It is ready” (41). As a father and son, Ray too is 

becoming ready. 

 The night that Shoeless Joe manifests on his left field, resurrected into the field of 

dreams, Ray says that he has been “more restless than usual,” owing to the fact that “I 

have sensed the magic drawing closer, hovering somewhere in the night like a zeppelin, 

silky and silent.” As he goes out to meet Jackson, he steps out into an Iowa transformed, 

“the steady drone of the crowd, like bees, humming on a white afternoon, and the voices 

of the vendors like crows cawing” is countered by the more intimate and mystical 

“ground mist, like wisps of gauze, snakes in circular motions just above the grass” (41). 
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This gauze of mist, like the mist that Ray sprayed to save the field the spring before, 

mimics the gauze placed on wounds. A healing action is about to take place. 

 The tense of the work now shifts from past to present, as the reader is introduced 

into the immediacy of resurrection. In his former glory, Ray sees “Shoeless Joe Jackson 

standing out in left field. His feet spread wide, body bent forward from the waist, hands 

on hips, he waits” (41). Ray watches as his father’s hero fields the ball, “effortlessly,” 

makes his way to leftfield, “walking in the darkness far outside the third-base line.” 

When he comes into the light, he asks Shoeless Joe, “How does it play?” Joe’s reply is 

especially telling, yet simple, “the ball bounces true.” Ray has found a point of inclusion 

in baseball through the earth, as he tells Joe, “I’ve hit a thousand line drives and as many 

grounders. It’s as true as a felt-top table.” Joe echoes this sentiment again as he affirms, 

“It is […] It is true” (42). Ray has created the true baseball field he set out to make. On 

this field, Ray can find the answers for which his heart has been searching. Earlier, he 

had recalled the story “of the urchin who, tugging at Shoeless Joe Jackson’s sleeve as he 

emerged from a Chicago courthouse, said ‘Say it ain’t so, Joe’” (37). Ray then decides, 

“When he comes, I won’t put him on the spot by asking. The less said the better. It is 

likely he did accept some money from gamblers. But throw the series? Never!” (38). Ray 

first fears pushing the limits of his faith in baseball, instead preferring to leave the details 

unspoken.  

Now that Joe is standing before him, Ray admits “I cannot keep the promise I 

made to myself not to ask Shoeless Joe Jackson about his suspension and what it means 

to him.” The reflections that Joe provides him not only reinforce Ray’s belief in the truth 

and beauty of baseball, but also clarify for him his father’s pain. This pain becomes 
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intertwined with Joe’s anguish in Ray’s mind, and he searches for words to express his 

empathy, but falls short with only stuttered, “It must have been…it must have been 

like…” Joe, however, can complete the sentence that Ray starts, “like having part of me 

amputated, slick and smooth and painless” (42). Immediately, Joe moves this analogy to 

World War I, saying:  

A friend of mine used to tell about the war, how him and a buddy was 
running across a field when a piece of shrapnel took his friend’s head off, 
and how the friend ran, headless, for several strides before he fell. I’m told 
that old men wake in the night and scratch itchy legs that have been dust 
for fifty years. That was me. (42-43) 

 

Like a wounded veteran, Joe is haunted by the fields of his past. For “years and years,” he 

says, “I’d wake in the night with the smell of the ballpark in my nostrils and the cool of 

the grass on my feet. The thrill of the grass…” (43). The grass—the earth—haunts and 

awakens Joe. The “game, the parks, the smells, the sounds” are what Joe still remembers. 

Joe asks Ray, “Have you ever held a bat or a baseball to your face?” and before Ray can 

answer, he continues, “The varnish, the leather.” In the sensual field of baseball, Joe 

remembers the vitality of the game and all that it means to him even in death. Joe teaches 

Ray that it is the love that matters. It is the love of the game that would have made him 

willing to play for “food money. I’d have played for free and worked for food” (43). 

Here, in this love that inspires conservation, Ray learns that it may protect the most 

important thing of all: truth.  

Furthermore, this is a love that is stronger than death. Kinsella presents a pattern 

of threes throughout the story, as it takes three seasons for Ray to perfect the field, there 

are three members of Ray’s family, his house has a “sagging verandah on three sides,” 
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only three letters on Joe’s uniform, “a large S with an O in the top crook, an X in the 

bottom,” and, most importantly, Jackson goes “three for three” in the game he plays 

when he is resurrected in Iowa. The number three features strongly in the statistics of the 

historical figure of Joe Jackson. He played for thirteen seasons, 1,330 games, batted for a 

.356 lifetime batting average, the “third highest batting average in the history of 

baseball.” Perhaps most striking is he is listed as being buried in Plot 333 of the 

Woodlawn Memorial Park in Greenville, South Carolina (“The Eight Men—Who were 

they?”). This gives special significance to his assertion to Ray, “I’d play for the devil’s 

own team just for the touch of a baseball. Hell I’d play in the dark if I had to” (45). The 

dark here becomes representative of death, and once again Ray is faced with mortality in 

the night. Ray thinks, “I want to ask him about that day in December, 1951 […] There 

was a movement afoot to have his record cleared, but it died with him. I wanted to ask, 

but my instinct told me not to. There are things it is better not to know.” Instead, Ray 

notices the sky, saying, “It is one of those nights when the sky is close enough to touch, 

so close that looking up is like seeing my own eyes reflected in a rain barrel” (45). Seeing 

his own reflection in the sky, Ray sees himself reflected back in a pool of Iowa sky and 

rain. Through baseball, beyond death, he sees himself reflected in love, and this helps 

him to embrace life and hope. Here, the father, son, and holy spirit of Shoeless Joe 

Jackson no longer need words to explain pain, as it gives way to the hope of peace. 

In the form of children, life and hope run out to meet you, as Ray quickly learns 

as the “intrusive sound of the screen door slamming reaches” him as he watches this 

magical game. In the distance, Ray says, “I can see a shape that I know is my daughter 

toddling down the back steps.” He quickly calculates and judges, “the distance to the 
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steps. I am just to the inside of the foul pole, which is exactly 330 feet from home plate” 

(45). In those 330 magical steps, Ray fears that Karin will “surely be drawn to the lights 

and the emerald dazzle of the infield” and that if she “touches anything, [he fears] it will 

all disappear, perhaps forever.” Instead, she walks the “ragged fringe of darkness outside 

the third-base line [...] barefoot and wears a white flanette nightgown covered in an 

explosion of daisies.” It is “her innocence,” Ray says, that “has not disturbed the 

balance.” Far from making the scene of hope before them disappear; Karin makes it 

complete with her presence. She crawls onto her father’s lap, “silently, like a kitten,” 

while Ray holds her close. She then speaks her first and only line of the story, “What is 

it?” (46).  This, in many ways, is the moment for which Ray has been waiting. Here she 

seeks from him answers, or an answer, to a question his father would have taught him. 

Ray responds: 

Just watch the left fielder […] He’ll tell you all you ever need to know 
about a baseball game. Watch his feet as the pitcher accepts the sign and 
gets ready to pitch. A good left fielder knows what pitch is coming and he 
can tell from the angle of the bat where the ball is going to be hit and, if 
he’s good, how hard. (46) 
 

Here, Ray has completed the cycle of fatherhood. He has confronted the death and pain 

of his father, the brokenness of a sometimes-unjust society, and has imparted to his 

daughter this first lesson about his own personal faith system, baseball. In this one person 

who “cocks one sky-blue eye” at Ray, and traces “tiny circles around her nose” (46) is 

the presence of all of his great loves. She is Annie, she is Iowa, she is his father, she is 

baseball, and she is Ray. The magic of all these things is the magic of Karin, and in her 

both her grandfather and father’s journeys have come full-circle.  
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 In this moment of gathering, Jackson reminds Ray that “there are others” (46) 

who had fallen through the cracks of major league baseball. Without thinking of “of the 

time, the money, the backbreaking labor it entails” Ray agrees to complete the field. 

Suddenly, the haunted bases do not seem as frightening as they once had. They emerge 

from their places “embedded in the earth” (36) and come roaring to vivid life as “an idea 

creeps into [Ray’s] brain like a runner inching off first base.” Exaggerating a bit, Ray 

offers to Joe, “I know a catcher […] He never made the majors, but in his prime he was 

good. Really good. Played Class B ball in Florida and California” (47). The sky, full of 

the Milky Way stars of legend, “moved in close enough to eavesdrop” as Joe agrees, 

saying, “we’ll look at your catcher.” Just then, the earth reemerges as a long sigh “of 

clover travels on the summer wind” and “brook water plashes softly in the darkness, 

fireflies dazzle the night like red pepper” (47). These pastoral images seem to symbolize 

the return of the father to the scene of action, as he is given his chance to pass the “proper 

tests” in order to join his hero under these brilliant lights.  

Here, surrounded once more by the roots of crops, and the pasture of the game, 

Joe calls upon divinity, declaring, “God, what an outfield […] What a left field […] This 

must be heaven” (47). While Ray replies, “No. It’s Iowa,” he realizes as he looks upon 

his great loves all around him—the Iowan “night rubbing softly” against his cheek, “the 

sleeping girl child,” the “fierce warmth” of Annie, the smell of the grass “that seems 

locked in the air like permanent incense” with the “drone of the crowd,”—he realizes that 

all of the ingredients of eternal bliss are right before him. There, in a ballpark cut from a 

cornfield in Iowa, Ray manifests a miracle of life, love, and hope, learning the greatest 

lesson baseball has to teach: the greatest pilgrimages are those that bring heaven home. 
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V. CRITICS AND HEROES: FINAL THOUGHTS 

 In his New York Times article, “What Baseball Does to the Soul,” Colum McCann 

writes, “Learning baseball is learning to love what is left behind also. The world drifts 

away for a few hours. We can rediscover what it means to be lost. The world is full, once 

again, of surprise. We go back to who we were” (SR-4). “Iowa” is largely a story about 

looking back—at our pasts, at what makes us who we are—in order to move forward. It 

is a story about stepping out of the shadows of reality in order to uncover the truth and 

the miracle of second chances. A. Bartlett Giamatti once wrote that baseball is “designed 

to break your heart. The game begins in spring, when everything else begins again, and 

blossoms in the summer, filling the afternoons and evenings, and then as soon as the chill 

rains come, it stops and leaves you to face the fall alone” (qtd. in Covering the Bases 68). 

As much as baseball is designed to break the heart, it also brings healing. When the warm 

winds come, and the natural world returns to its fertile splendor, baseball returns, too, like 

the very warmth of life, the very promise of another chance. It is a game of natural 

seasons, and like Annie’s garden, it too comes to life beneath a “spring rain as soft as 

spray from a warm hose” (Kinsella 44). 

 However, baseball is only important in “Iowa” as a means of expressing those 

parts of our experiences that matter most. In an interview, Kinsella once said, “I am 

someone who writes peripherally about baseball […] the best sports literature isn’t really 

about sports. I, for instance, write love stories that have baseball as a background” (qtd. 
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in Horvath and Palmer 186). “Iowa” is a story that is in many ways greater than the sum 

of its parts. While it is best known as a “baseball story,” it actually emerges most 

significantly as a story about love, about place, about America, and our natural heritage. 

In short, it is a story about us, and what we treasure as a culture.  This is especially true 

and important in this modern society, which labors beneath crushing cynicism and 

hopelessness. For in Ray’s celebration of his wife, in his belief in the underdog and the 

possibility of miracles that emerge from the earth as real as stalks of corn, we as readers 

are transported to a place once again of faith in an American dream that seems like little 

more than a long-abandoned hope. Here, we willingly “suspend disbelief” in a modern 

society where “belief itself has been lost” (Randall 175). Through stories like “Iowa,” we 

rediscover an appreciation for a version of ourselves that existed only in our pasts, and 

yet in our rediscovery of it, it emerges somehow better than our rational minds can 

believe our pasts could have ever really been.   

 Such a view of history is hardly popular in the current world of criticism. As 

scholars and critics we are more apt to believe that the past was a source mainly of 

oppression and too imperfect to be worth preserving in hallowed memory. Therefore, it 

seems that the only way to understand our history is to deconstruct it, to participate in the 

pulling apart of tradition and to undermine idealism as a fairy tale. This impulse is one 

that comes, ultimately, from a compassionate motivation. After all, there is a value in that 

pulling away of the veil of history to reveal the truth, particularly the truth of the pain of 

the downtrodden in society and even of our abuse of the earth and its resources. In truth, 

this is Ray’s mission too, but one that he approaches through reconstruction and not 

deconstruction. In recreating an idealized scene from his father’s past, Ray hopes to 
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symbolically correct an injustice of history done against an individual who lacked the 

economic power and education to fully protect himself. He extends this healing through 

his valuing of the land as something worth more than merely its usefulness as money-

making farmland, and by putting emphasis on the earth’s potential to work as site of love 

for his wife, honor for his father, and care for his daughter. “Iowa” is not a story that 

seeks to idealize the past, but instead to idealize the present moment as continuously 

carrying with it the promise of an unexpected heaven and the correcting of past injustices.  

 To do this, Kinsella relies on baseball as a myth of the grass that emerged at a 

time when people seemed to be leaving the earth for the promise of industry. It is this 

industry, and the distance that it places between each of us and the natural world, that has 

caused many of the scars we have accrued in modernity. With “Iowa,” Kinsella posits a 

means by which we can return to the earth, and regain a sense of agrarian-inspired 

societal balance by appreciating “that there is a longstanding environmental ethos 

inherent to a working relationship with the land, seen most notably in agrarian writings.” 

In returning to these, we can rediscover the “agrarian ideas” that “once had such 

formative influence on our collective consciousness” (Major 52-53) and fostered a sense 

of closeness with nature. For Ray’s agrarian relationship with the earth suggests the very 

importance of it as central to the regaining of a serenity and wholeness. He symbolically 

brings this lesson to his city-dwelling father by building a baseball diamond on his farm. 

 For as far back as the nineteenth century, Walt Whitman challenged us to “go 

forth awhile […] and get better air in our lungs. Let us leave our closed rooms” for, “the 

game of ball is glorious” (qtd. in McAllister B-1). What truly makes baseball glorious is 

that it represents a natural world that has followed us from the country to the city. In the 
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middle of the capitals of our industry, baseball parks emerged bejeweled with their earthy 

grass and clays. They emerged, and they waited to gather our broken fathers from the 

wiles of war and return them to the land. Throughout our history, throughout our wars, 

we have sought baseball as a means of granting continuity to our culture. As the 

documentarian Ken Burns has said, “Baseball is a constant reminder of our vast past and 

a precise mirror of who we are,” and who we are is a country that rebounds after each 

conflict to believe that “the young men should be out playing in the fields, not dying in 

the fields” (qtd. in Sandomir 1). In both cases, the scene is the same. We know intuitively 

that in order to redeem the “young men,” we must also redeem the field. Baseball, in 

particular, has the magical properties necessary to do both. 

 Somehow, we know this already, and we seek it. We seek it in holy places, like 

the Lansings’ farm in eastern Iowa and the village of Cooperstown, New York. More 

than even that, we seek it in ourselves. While Kinsella undeniably creates for us an image 

of a broken society, he imprints on us the power of redemption and the necessity of 

believing in the best of what we can be coupled with the faith that it might just be 

possible that we did our best in the past. For baseball “creates the possibility of joy” 

(McCann SR-4) despite a lack of perfection. In the person of Shoeless Joe Jackson, we 

can see ourselves. We see our own potential to do amazing feats, to lose everything, and 

to question whether or not our failures were too great for forgiveness. We all fear, as Joe 

Jackson did, that we will die without clearing our names, the prodigal offspring of the 

American dream. In this way, “Shoeless Joe Jackson Comes to Iowa” emerges as a 

timeless work of value, as inherently part of our literary legacy. Its place as part of the 

popular tradition only acts to underscore the power of its message to capture our national 
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spirit. Therefore, the analysis attempted in this project is just one of the myriad points of 

connection that can be made to this work, and it deserves further study. 

  Throughout my research for this project, I was reminded of my generation’s 

Shoeless Joe Jackson, Mickey Mantle. The hero of our fathers, Mantle was often viewed 

as a personal failure. Treated for alcohol abuse and dying ultimately following liver 

failure, he publically paid for his demons. In his eulogy for Mantle, sportscaster Bob 

Costas said: 

None of us [..] would want to be held to account for every moment of our 
lives […] I just hope God has a place for him where he can run again […] 
cause God knows, no one’s perfect. And God knows there’s something 
special about heroes. (3)  

 
Kinsella’s great American story is a love story. It’s a love story about heroes, about the 

American heartland, and the fertile and loving earth. More than anything, though, it is a 

love letter to a redemption that comes from within and leads us back to the very essence 

of ourselves. Like baseball, the story acts as, “the national tonic, the reviver of hope, the 

restorer of confidence” (qtd. in Wilson 5). It brings us on an odyssey of forgiveness—of 

our heroes and even of our villains. It acts not only to bring us on a journey to our 

American heartland, but also to the very center of ourselves.  
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